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The Companion paper as a complement to regular papers
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Abstract Companion articles are a new category of articles published in the Quantitative Methods

for Psychology. They are meant to provide a detailed, step-by-step, explanation of how to run a

specific analysis used in a previously published article but described with fewer details.
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Introduction

In some research articles, it is necessary to use complex a

procedure to analyze the data even though the focus of the

paper is not on the procedure itself. In that case, the au-

thors are faced with a few alternatives: (i) present the pro-

cedure at length; (ii) present the procedure at length in an

appendix or in supplementary material; (iii) just present

the general lines of the procedure. Of course, the last alter-

native is the worst one as it may impede transmission of

knowledge. On the other hand, the first alternative is the

most unattractive one for the readers who is more likely

interested in the result. Thus, the second alternative is

probably the best approach. Yet, editors sometimes pres-

surize the authors to shorten the manuscript. Likewise,

antagonist reviewers may find enjoyment in technical ap-

pendices where they can findmuchmaterial to undermine

your work. Both contribute to shortened technical infor-

mation where information that might be useful or even

critical may not be divulged.

In The Quantitative Methods for Psychology, we offer

a new possibility: to gather all the information on how to

realize the analysis in a step-by-step tutorial. The Compan-

ion manuscripts will be evaluated on two major points: is

it possible to replicate the analysis described? Are the vari-

ous parameters or options explicitly given and the possible

alternatives listed (if not fully described).

For example, if at some point, a parameter search is

needed, is it indicated which of the Simplex, Newton de-

scent, genetic algorithm or other is used? and are the start-

ing value heuristic described? If the objective function can

be selected in a list, such as Maximum likelihood, Least-

square, Expected Maximization, etc., is the option cho-

sen to reproduce the analysis of the source article clearly

given and is there a rapid description of the other possible

choices?

Also, the input file format should be given, with pos-

sibly screen captures showing a first few lines or typical

lines. Finally, the exact software or language on which the

analyses are to be run must be given (including version

number used by the authors). If the analysis takes some

times or uses a lot of computer memory, a general indica-

tion of these must be given.

General instructions

Here are a few guidelines to help you devise a companion

article:

1. The Companion manuscript should be based on a pub-

lished or accepted article (the source article) where the

analysis to be described is not themain focus of the text

and where it is used to analyze empirical data. It must

have as subtitle “A companion to authors (year)”where

authors (year) is a reference to the source article. Note

that the authors of the Companion manuscript may in-

clude new names.

2. The introduction part should focus on the analysis and

should briefly provide relevant theoretical background

that is associated with this analysis.

3. The “method” section found in standard papers should

be replaced by a step-by-step tutorial.

4. All steps should be numbered consecutively through-

out this section. Short paragraphs that are marked as

PLEASE NOTE can be added to indicate places where
different options or alternatives are possible in the
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analysis.

5. When code is given, it should be placed in a floating ob-

ject labeled as Listing (Listing 1, Listing 2, etc.). Listings

have a listing caption and are in all respect similar to

Figures. If outputs are given, they are likewise placed

in Output floating object numbered starting with 1.

6. The result and discussion parts should exemplify re-

sults and interpret them.

PLEASE NOTE: Whenever possible, a data file should be

provided with the Companion manuscript. It can be ei-

ther the dataset of the source article, or a ficticious dataset

that mimicks the original dataset. In that second case,

the ficticious dataset could be smaller than the original

dataset. The outputs given in the text should be based on

the dataset made available.

An example

Röhner and Ewers (2016a), published in this issue, is an ex-

ample of a Companion article describing in full length the

analyses performed in Röhner and Ewers (2016b).
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